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Notes to the instructor

The material here will take around four weeks to cover in a classroom setting. The exact amount
depends on the background of the students, of course. For students with no background in logic,
one would have to do more in the way of examples of sentences. For those with no background
on Turing machines, it would be useful to look up Turing machine simulators on the internet.
Very simple programs that the class writes could then serve as examples throughout the rest of
the module, illustrating the model construction and the long sentences as well. For an on-line
educational presentation of register machines (a variant of Turing machines), one might see the
courseware material by the second author [6]. That presentation also allows one to present results
such as the undecidability of the halting problem without any coding whatsoever. However, it is not
based on historical sources.

We have tried hard to emphasize the ideas and the significance of the results. Surely a classroom
presentation should allow for much discussion in addition to a lecture.

Our presentation avoids Gödel numbering. So students who have never seen this will have
questions about what “computability” means for a function from Turing machines to sentences.
We did not want to present any details, partly because different instructors have different ways to
do this, and partly because these details could easily obscure the main ideas.

There are many ways to prove the undecidability of first-order satisfiability. Büchi [2] provided
the first proof along the lines that we presented it. Our approach also owes a lot to work that
uses the technique of tiling that was pioneered by Hao Wang [4, 9] and later studied by many
people, including Robert Berger [1] and Raphael Robinson [8]. Indeed, one alternative approach
to our work would be to first show that the tiling problem is undecidable, and then to use this as
a stepping-stone to the undecidability of first-order satisfiability. See [6] for one exposition of this.

Another way would be to prove the undecidability of the word problem for Thue processes, or
the undecidability of some other class of word problems. This is the approach of Davis et al [3]
(which goes back to the work of Post [7]1 and Andrey Andreyevich Markov (1903–1979) [5]).

Yet another way to do all of our work would be to use an equational presentation of Turing
machines. Here is a sketch of this approach. Given a Turing machine M with alphabet symbols
s1, . . . , sj and states, q1, . . . , qk, we construct a finite, purely equational set of sentences E(M).
The signature of these equations contains the states q1, . . . , qk as constants, another constant ε
(representing the empty word), and finally a constant h (representing halting). Further, the alpha-
bet symbols become unary function symbols g1, . . . , gj (corresponding to s1, . . . , sj , respectively).
There is one additional unary function symbol m, and one 5-place symbol f. The basic idea is that
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terms correspond to configurations of M with an extra “time stamp.” For example, if at step 4 of
a run, a machine M is in state qa and the head is reading symbol sb, and the tape is

sc sd sd sb sd sc

(we have underlined the head position), then we would encode this by the term

f(qa, sb, gd(gd(gc(ε))), gd(gc(ε)),m(m(m(m(ε)))))

Notice that the portion of the tape to the left of the reading head is encoded from right-to-left,
the opposite of the standard encoding. The action of the machine is expressed in equations in this
signature. For example, suppose that M has (qa, sb) ⇒ (qc, L, sa). We then expect the tape to read

sc sd sd sa sd sc

and we take the equations

f(qa, sb, gd(x), y, z) = f(qc, sd, x, ga(y),m(z))

Note that x, y, and z here are variables; as usual, we understand equations as being universally
quantified. There would be several equations corresponding to each ⇒ assertion about M . One final
equation would be f(q0, s0, x, y, z) = h; here q0 is the halting state, and we assume that whenever
M is in q0, the symbol under the reading head is s0. This defines a finite set E(M) of equational
axioms, and M 7→ E(M) is computable. The main point is to check that

E(M) ` f(q1, s0, ε, ε, ε) = h

if M halts when started in its starting state q1, s0 is under the reading head, the rest of the tape
is blank, and the time counter is at 0. To prove this result takes some work.

In the (more significant) left-to-right direction, it is useful to use semantic arguments based
on an “intended model.” It is also useful to know that first-order provability from equational
axioms coincides with provability in the smaller and more manageable equational logic. This use
of equational logic would be a distraction for students who have not seen it, and probably the
treatment of Church’s Theorem in the main body of this module would be more accessible.
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